A servo system for controlling the weight of a charge of product dispensed by a filler to a package and for correcting weight variations of the product charge is provided wherein adjustment of the weight setting at the filler takes place after analyzing the weight of a relatively large number of packages, and determining that a predetermined number of packages have a weight which is below (or above) a preselected weight which weight is hereinafter referred to as the "servo reference weight," in relation to a predetermined number of packages which have been weighed. Where a plurality of fillers are used the system also identifies the filler which filled the package being weighed so that the weight setting at the proper filler will be corrected when the selected relationship between the packages filled and those under (or over) the servo reference weight occurs. Where a bag making machine is also involved, the system will also maintain synchronism between the fillers and the checkweigher even though a bag fails to reach the checkweigher at the proper time from a given filler. When the number of packages under (or over) the servo reference weight reaches a selected number deemed to be excessive, then a weight correction will take place immediately regardless of the total number of packages which have been weighed. The weight analysis means will ignore a selected number of packages subsequent to a weight correction to allow a conveyor between the filler and the checkweigher to be cleared.
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SERVO CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FILLING MACHINE WEIGHT SETTING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

It is a well recognized problem in the packaging industry that package filling machines even though set to dispense a charge of a given weight will produce packages of varying weights. These variations are the result of the presence of many variables such as product density, atmospheric conditions, physical condition of the filler and the like. If the weights of a number of packages are plotted as the number of packages against the package weight the resulting graph will resemble a probability curve.

There are critical limits in practically all packaging problems from the weight standpoint. For example, Government regulations require that the actual weight of a package must be not less that the weight printed thereon or at least a minimum weight thereunder, and thus the weight of a package which would violate such regulation is a critical limit. Conversely, a critical weight limit could be a weight which anything there above would be undesirable, harmful or even dangerous. For example, aerosol containers have critical limits of certain chemicals above which the product might explode, or, in other instances, the addition or presence of certain chemicals in compounds, such as drugs, if in excess of a predetermined amount, could be harmful.

It, therefore, becomes necessary to control the weight of the package by correcting the weight setting at the package filler from time to time in accordance with whether too little or too much product is being dispensed. In some such systems a weight correction signal is originated for every package under or over a preselected weight range, but this unnecessarily changes the weight setting upon the occasional occurrence of weight deviations outside of said range, and thus the setting remains in error until corrected by a servo signal from some subsequent package.

In other instances, systems have operated on the basis of locating the servo reference weight at the center of the probability curve. Such systems operate on the principle that half of the package weights must be less (or more) than the servo reference weight. This is undesirable because, when the curve broadens due to certain conditions at the filler, an excess number of packages will be rejected as below (or above) the critical limit or the minimum (or maximum) acceptable package weight. Likewise, when filler conditions cause the curve to become narrower the average package weight is unnecessarily higher, resulting in too much "give away" of the product.

Again, if a weight correction occurs only at predetermined time intervals or after each predetermined number of packages, then the inefficiency of the system could produce a large number of rejects or "give aways" unnecessarily.

U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,620,316 and 3,643,752 are examples of problems in this field and of attempts which have been made to solve them.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one of the broader aspects of the present invention, a servo reference weight setting is provided which is located at one or the other side of the mean or average weight of a number of packages as determined by the probability curve. Since the vast majority of package weight problems is concerned with underweight (and thus a probably violation of Government regulations), the description of the invention will relate, in its more specific sense, to package weights which are below the servo reference weight. It will be understood, however, that what is said herein and described as the invention applies equally to the situation where it is undesirable for some reason to have weights in excess of a maximum acceptable weight and wherein the servo reference weight is set near but below said maximum. In the former instance, the invention contemplates the placement of the servo reference weight at some point between the average weight and the minimum acceptable package weight (critical limit). In the latter case, the invention contemplates placement of the servo reference weight between the average weight and the maximum acceptable package weight.

In combination with this the invention further embodies the adjustment of the filler weight setting only after an analysis or a study has been made of a relatively large number of packages. The number of packages analyzed is not critical and may be varied as desired, but, in any event, the invention contemplates the use of computing means or logic means programmed to originate a weight correction signal upon the existence of certain predetermined conditions.

In this connection, the total number of packages being weighed by the checkweigher is counted, and of these packages being counted the number of packages whose weight is below (or above) the servo reference weight is also counted, and this information is fed to computer means. The computer means are programmed to detect certain preselected relationships between the aforesaid first and second counting means, and when any one of such relationships is detected a weight correction signal is sent to adjusting means associated with the filler weight setting, and such weight setting is increased or decreased in accordance with the selected relationship.

While filler weight corrections are normally made only after a consideration of the comparative weights of a relatively large number of packages, nevertheless the invention provides for a weight correction after a relatively small number of packages have been weighed if this small number indicates a trend toward one weight extreme. In such case the logic means will not wait until the larger number of packages has been weighed before a weight correction takes place.

Where multiple fillers are used to fill packages emanating from a single source, i.e., a bag forming, filling and sealing machine, or packages on a conveyor, the invention will identify the filler which filled a package on the checkweigher. In the present instance a stepping means is provided to accomplish this result, which stepping means can be associated with either a continuously cycling checkweigher conveyor or a continuously cycling bag making machine. If the stepping means is associated with the conveyor, then the conveyor becomes the master and controls the stepping means by identifying a particular filler at each cyclic advancement thereof. If the stepping means is associated with a continuously cycling bag making machine then the filler is identified at each cycle of such machine.

Another feature of the invention is the ability to ignore packages in transit from a filler to a checkweigher after the servo system has made a correction. This
again prevents overcorrection and the undesirable "hunting and seeking" of a weight correction. Once a correction is made the servo system will ignore packages which have been filled prior to the weight correction until the conveyor is cleared. In the case of multiple fillers this also occurs, but the number of ignored packages will vary. As an example, if there should be 15 package stations on a conveyor between a filler and a checkweigher and there is but a single filler, then at least 15 packages will be ignored by the servo system after a weight correction has been made. If there are two fillers, then the servo system would ignore at least eight of the subsequent packages after a weight correction has been made, and in the case of three fillers, at least five subsequent packages would be ignored.

Where the fillers are used in connection with a bag making machine it may occur that in a given instance a bag may not be released from a machine, in which case the time reserved for that particular bag to reach the checkweigher and be weighed passes without a package having been weighed. Where multiple fillers are involved the above condition causes the system to become out of step and identify a filler other than the one which filled the package then on the checkweigher. The present invention is also directed to the solving of this problem by preventing the servo system from receiving or accepting any information about a predetermined number of succeeding packages placed on the checkweigher following an empty space on the conveyor.

In view of the foregoing primary object of the present invention is to overcome the disadvantages and undesirable characteristics of servo systems of the prior art as discussed hereinabove and to provide an improved system which will result in the features and benefits above mentioned.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a representation of probability curves indicating the servo reference weight as coinciding with the average weight of a number of packages being weighed, and represents an undesirable condition; FIG. 2 illustrates probability curves resulting from the use of a servo system embodying the present invention wherein the servo reference weight is below the average weight and relatively near the lower critical limit or minimum acceptable package weight, and is used herein for the purpose of illustrating the invention; FIG. 3 is a logic diagram of the weight analysis means or programmed computer means for accomplishing certain of the features of the invention; FIG. 4 is a logic diagram of a checkweigher and package weight servo system for three fillers illustrating the manner of accomplishing certain other features of the invention and wherein a continuously cycling conveyor means is the master; and FIG. 5 is a logic diagram similar to FIG. 4 but illustrating the means for accomplishing certain of the features of the invention wherein a bag making machine is the master.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

Before describing the physical details of the various features of the invention as represented by the logic diagrams, some additional background and explanation of certain considerations should be helpful. As is well recognized when a given number of packages are filled by filler means having in association therewith a predetermined weight setting all packages thus filled with not have the same weight. As mentioned hereinabove, due to varying conditions at the filler, including atmospheric, product density and the like, some of the packages will weigh more than the filler weight setting and others will weigh less. Thus, a probability curve is developed which represents a situation where the more packages being filled the more packages will have a weight close to the filler weight setting. Likewise, all of the packages presumably will fall within a minimum and maximum weight range, although fewer of the packages will have the minimum and maximum weights.

A feature of the present invention is the use of a single servo reference weight setting. The servo reference weight will be close to the minimum acceptable weight so that all packages, the weight of which fall between the servo reference weight and the minimum acceptable weight, will be counted but will not be rejected by the checkweigher. If such weight is below the minimum acceptable weight, then it will be both counted and, at the option of the operator, may be rejected.

One problem always present in connection with requiring minimum weights is an excessive number of rejected packages which would add to the overall repackaging costs if they have to be repackaged. Likewise, at the other end of the scale is the problem of too much "give away", i.e. if a system is operating in an area where there are few or no rejects there may be an excessive number of packages containing more than the desired weight, and this situation could likewise prove costly.

It is also recognized that probability curves will vary under varying conditions, and if the servo reference weight setting coincides with the average weight as determined by the probability curve as illustrated in FIG. 1, then there may be excessive give away or excessive rejects. In FIG. 1 the servo operates on the principle that 50 percent of package weights must be less than the servo reference weight. The short term probability curve would be free to broaden or narrow around its center, although the center would remain essentially fixed.

This condition is undesirable as illustrated in FIG. 1 where the numeral 1 indicates in a solid line the supposed or expected probability curve. It will be noted here that the lower end of the curve is at the critical limit or minimum acceptable package weight. When conditions cause this probability curve to narrow as illustrated by the dotted line 2 in FIG. 1, then it is evident that there will be too much give away because the lower limit never reaches the minimum acceptable package weight.

Furthermore, when the curve becomes broader as illustrated by the probability curve 3 shown in dotted lines in FIG. 1 it will be noted that the lower end thereof extends beyond the minimum acceptable package weight, and, therefore, there will be an excess of rejections.

The present invention solves this problem by placing the servo reference weight nearer the minimum acceptable package weight. Again it may be mentioned that the same conditions prevail if the concern is overweight, in which case the servo reference weight would be placed on the other side of the average weight line.
The checkweigher is also provided with the overweight reject 15 (with which we are not here concerned) as well as the underweight reject 16, and the under servo reference weight pulse generator 17.

Also associated with the checkweigher in this logic system is OR gate 18 which receives pulses generated by the under servo reference weight pulse generator 17 and the underweight reject 16. This function is illustrated by the lines 19 and 20 respectively.

Associated with the OR gate 18 is an AND gate 21 which receives signals from the OR gate 18 and conveys them to the count input 22 of the second or under servo reference weight counter 9. The logic line 23 indicates that the AND gate 21 will receive output signals from the under servo reference weight pulse generator 17 whether or not an additional pulse is generated by the fact that a package has been rejected.

The package counter 8 is set and the computer programmed to cause the occurrence of certain happenings when certain predetermined total counts have been recorded which have a predetermined relationship with the counts in the second counter 9. It is to be understood throughout this description that the specific numbers mentioned are intended to be illustrative purposes only and are not intended in any way to be limitations. For example, the package counter 8 is set to count up to 99 and then resets to 00. This has been selected as a desirable number, but it will be evident that any other numbers above or below this selected number could be used without in any way departing from the spirit of the invention. Thus the counter 8 will register a count from 00 to 99 as indicated by the box 24.

Between the package counter 8 and the second counter 9 there is connected a continuous output means 25 which, during normal operation of the system, continuously provides an enable signal to the AND gate 21. Thus, during operation of the continuous output, whenever a signal is generated by a pulse generator 17 indicating an under servo reference weight pulse this signal will be received by the count input 22 in the second counter 9. There will be a count range, however, during which the continuous output means will be inoperative, and during the period of this count range no signals from the pulse generators 17 can be received by the second counter 9 because the AND gate 21 requires also a signal from the continuous output.

The purpose of this is to allow the conveyor to be cleared after a weight correction has been made as discussed hereinabove. Here again, however, the distance between a filler and a checkweigher will vary, and the number of package stations on a conveyor between these two points will vary widely depending upon the customer's setup in his plant as well as the type and the quantity of product being dispensed by the filler. The arbitrary number 15 has been selected here purely for illustrative purposes and is not intended in any way to be limiting. Thus, in accordance with the invention, as illustrated by the logic diagram, the first package counter 8 will receive count signals from the generator 13 for every package and will count those packages, but the second counter 9 will have a memory only from 16 to 00. In other words, the continuous output means will be inoperative for the first 15 packages beginning with the count of one, and after the 15th package reaches the checkweigher then the counter 8 will cause
a resumption of the operation of the continuous output means 25. This is illustrated diagrammatically in the logic diagram wherein the count of 15 is shown at 26 and a pulse output indicated at 27 to the "on" setting 28 will recommence the continuous output.

In the first package counter 8 there is a second higher predetermined number which will cause the counter to be reset to 00 if that number is reached and no under servo reference weight packages have been counted, i.e., the second counter 9 remains at 00 count. The reason for this is that when a relatively large number of packages have been weighed and none of them are under the servo reference weight this is an indication that there may be too much give away of product and the weight setting at the filler should be decreased. The number which has been selected herein for illustrative purposes is 60, but again it is to be understood that this is purely arbitrary and any other suitable number could be selected.

In the logic diagram of FIG. 3 the counter 8 is shown as having registered 60 packages in the box indicated by the numeral 29. When the counter 8 reaches this number a pulse output to the AND gate 30 will occur through the line 31. At this time if the second counter 9 registers 00 as indicated at 32 then there is a second output through line 33 to the AND gate 30 which is carried through the OR gate 34 to the reset device 35 in the first counter 8, thereupon resetting the counter 8 to 00. Again the first 15 packages will be ignored by the counter 9 and will not record any of said packages having a weight less than the servo reference weight.

If there have been one or more packages under the servo reference weight counted by the second counter 9, then the count of 60 is meaningless and the count will continue to 00 in the absence of the occurrence of certain emergency measures which will be discussed in greater detail hereinafter. If the number of packages counted reaches 00 and there have been very few packages which are under the servo reference weight, it is desirable at that point to decrease the weight setting at the filler because there may be too much "give away." The number selected to illustrate this point as shown at 36 in the second counter 9 is the number 4. In other words, if the total count reaches 00 and there have been less than four packages under the servo reference weight, then a signal will be carried through line 37 to the AND gate 38. Since this AND gate requires another signal before the decrease weight pulse generator 39 can function, nothing will happen except at the count of 00. This may be illustrated by the lines 40 and 41 which are shown as connecting the 00 count box to the AND gate 38. Thus, when the total count reaches 00 and the second counter 9 has recorded less than four (0, 1, 2 or 3) the pulse generator 39 will put out a pulse to the filler weight setting motor which will then be actuated to decrease the weight setting.

It has likewise been determined arbitrarily that if some number in excess of three but below another predetermined number is the count of packages under the servo reference weight when the first counter reaches 00, then this condition is satisfactory, and no adjustment of the weight setting will be made. This number has arbitrarily been determined for illustrative purposes only as being 4, 5, 6 or 7. It will be noted in the logic diagram of FIG. 3 that, in the second counter 9 there is no connection from the box 42 containing the indication of packages "4-7," to either of the weight pulse generators.

It has further been determined that when the total count reaches 00 and there have been in excess of a predetermined number of packages below the servo reference weight the weight adjustment at the filler should be decreased. For this purpose the arbitrary numbers of 8, 9, 10 and 11 have been selected, and again these numbers are not critical. Thus, from viewing FIG. 3 the box 43 indicating a number equal to or greater than eight is connected by the line 44 to the AND gate 45 indicating that when the package count of the second counter 9 reaches a number equal to or more than eight a signal is put out to the AND gate 45. However, for a signal to reach the increase weight pulse generator 46 the AND gate 45 must also receive another signal, and in this instance the signal will also be through the lines 40, 41 and 47 from the first package counter when the count reaches 00. Thus, when the count reaches 00 and the number of packages under the servo reference weight has reached any one of the numbers 8, 9, 10 or 11 a pulse will be generated to the filler weight setting motor for increasing the filler weight setting.

A fifth condition may also exist which is undesirable, and which should be corrected. That is the condition where the number of packages under the servo reference weight is so great, compared with the total number of packages then weighed, that there is an indication of a trend that an extreme number of packages will be under such weight. In this instance an immediate correction will be made regardless of the total number of packages counted.

Again, the number which has been selected to illustrate this point is purely arbitrary, and is the number 12, as shown in the box 48 in the second counter 9. As shown by the connecting line 49, when the number of under servo reference weight packages reaches 12 an output signal to the OR gate 34 will be transmitted to the reset means 35 to cause immediately the first package counter 8 to be reset to 00. It will be noted from the logic diagram that this will occur at any time the number 12 is reached without regard to the number of packages which have been counted by the first counter 8. Thus the counter 8 is at 00 and a signal is in lines 41 and 47 to AND gate 45; the counter 9 is at 12, and, being in excess of 8 a signal is also present in line 44 to the AND gate 45. Hence a signal will reach the increase weight pulse generator 46.

It should also be mentioned here that after the count reaches the arbitrary number 15, not only will the continuous output signals begin to permit counting of the under servo reference weight packages, but also, through the line 50, a signal will be transmitted to the reset means 51 of the second counter 9 and reset this counter back to 00.

It will be noted that the cycling conveyor, which can be either continuous or intermittent, will create a pulse output for each cyclic advancement thereof to the package detector 11. When the package detector sees a package on the checkweigher it puts out a signal to start the checkweigher cycle. After the packages are filled each one will be counted by the first counter as it reaches the checkweigher, but no packages under the servo reference weight will be counted by the second counter until after the total count reaches 15. However, if the weight of the package is below the critical
limit or the minimum acceptable package weight, then it will be rejected at the operator’s option regardless of the total count.

It will thus be evident from the foregoing description of the logic diagram of FIG. 3 that we have provided novel servo control means which is highly efficient to provide both a minimum number of rejects and a minimum amount of give away.

Logic diagrams 4 and 5 illustrate the use of the system of FIG. 3 in connection with a plurality of fillers. Referring especially to FIG. 4, three fillers have been indicated as operating in connection with a bag forming, filling and sealing machine. In FIG. 3 the programmed computer means have been indicated as those means within the dot-dash line 7. In FIG. 4 there are three fillers, and, therefore three of such computer means are indicated as being within the areas bounded by the three dot-dash lines 7.

The three computer means associated with the three fillers are indicated as A, B and C in FIG. 4. Although the fillers are not shown, they are identified as Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Filler No. 1 is associated with computer means A. Filler No. 2 is associated with computer means B, and filler No. 3 is associated with computer means C.

In this instance, a continuously cycling conveyor 12a is the master and controls the operation of the bag machine, the fillers, the checkerweigher, and the operation of an identification means. As indicated above, when a package reaches the checkerweigher which is under the servo reference weight it is important that the filler which filled that package be identified. Therefore, we have provided as one of the features of this invention the provision of such identification means.

In FIG. 4 there is the same package detector 11 as heretofore described, together with the checkerweigher 10 and its associated elements as shown. In addition thereto, a stepper device 52 is provided which is actuated by the pulse output at each cyclic advancement of the conveyor to advance the stepper and identify the corresponding filler.

Cycling of the conveyor originates a pulse output, at each cyclic advancement thereof, to the package detector 11, to the cycle start of the bag machine 53, and to the stepper 52. This is true whether the conveyor is moving continuously or intermittently, it being understood that the term “cyclic advancement” is intended to mean each time the movement of the conveyor advances a package to the checkerweigher, or at least advances through that time period whether or not a package is present.

Cyclic advancement of the conveyor then starts the bag machine cycle and energizes the pulse output of the package detector to start the cycle of the checkerweigher. Simultaneously the conveyor output pulse will advance the stepper 52 when the pulse reaches the step pulse input thereof through line 54.

The package count pulse generator, as before, will originate a count pulse, but this time it is carried through lines 55 and 56 to all of the AND gates 57, 58 and 59.

If it is assumed that the cyclic advancement of the conveyor has caused the stepper 52 to move the switch 60 thereof to contact 61 as shown in FIG. 4, then the stepper will be electrically connected through lines 62 and 63, through line 64 to the other side of AND gate 57, thereupon actuating the count input 14 of the package counter 8 associated with the filler means No. 1.

There being no connections between the stepper and either of the other AND gates 58 or 59, the count input of the counters associated therewith will not be actuated.

At the next cyclic advancement of the conveyor the switch arm 60 will be advanced to contact 65 connected through lines 66, 67 and 68 to the AND gate 58 of the second computer means B, associated with filler No. 2. At the next count pulse, generated when a package is detected on the checkerweigher, a signal output will again be transmitted through lines 55 and 56, but this time it will actuate the package counter in the second computer means B by going through the AND gate 58 and will not reach the corresponding counters associated with either of the other computer means A or C because their AND gates are not connected to the stepper at that time.

The next cyclic advancement of the conveyor will move the switch arm 60 to the contact 69 connected through lines 70, 71 and 72 to the AND gate 59 associated with the third computer means C. The detection of another package will again generate an output signal through lines 55 and 56, but this time to AND gate 59 which is already receiving the signal from the stepper.

Thus, at each cyclic advancement of the conveyor the bag machine forms a bag, a previously filled package will be detected and checkerweighed, the filler will be identified which filled the package then being weighed, and a filler will be operated.

In addition to the foregoing, when a package is present on the checkerweigher that is under the servo reference weight a pulse will be generated, as before, to the OR gate 18. If the underweight is sufficient for a rejection it will be rejected and a pulse will be generated through line 20 to the OR gate 18. With the multiple fillers, however, the OR gate 18 will permit signals from the under servo reference weight pulse generator to be carried through line 73 to the AND gates 74, 75 and 76. As before, the stepper will be connected through the same lines to the respective AND gates 74, 75 and 76 so that, when a package is detected which is under the servo reference weight, the filler identification means will identify the filler which filled the package on the checkerweigher. This under servo reference weight package will be counted in the second counter 9 associated with the respective computer means, and when any one of the predetermined relationships between the first and second counter exists in any given computer means, all as previously explained, a weight correction signal will be transmitted to the corresponding filler weight setting motor to either increase or decrease the weight of the subsequent charges.

The phase in which the fillers will sequentially operate will depend upon the number of conveyor stations. With three fillers there are three alternatives for connecting each filler with a particular contact in the stepper. FIG. 4 shows numerically, in vertical columns, various options which can be utilized and selected, depending upon the number of conveyor stations. This group of vertical columns of numbers is indicated generally by the numeral 77.

In an ideal operation the fillers do not miss any cycles, and bags are deposited from the bag machine into the continuously cycling conveyor in consecutive sequence, i.e., a, b, c, a, b, c from fillers Nos. 1, 2 and 3.
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respectively. Many form, fill and seal packaging machines have the property that the first formed bag is not released from the bag machine until a second bag is formed. The present invention can be set up to operate with this type of machine by properly connecting the stepper contacts with the appropriate filler.

It may happen, however, that a filler will fail to dispense a charge, the bag machine will neither form nor release a bag and thus bags will not be deposited on the conveyor in consecutive sequence. As an example, consider the situation where filler No. 2 missed a cycle. In that case bag a filled by filler No. 1 would not be released from the bag machine until bag c was formed. The bags would then be deposited on the conveyor in the sequence “none, a, c.” In this situation bag a now occupies a conveyor space normally reserved for bag b, and the conveyor space reserved for bag a contains no bag.

To insure continued synchronization between the filler and the respective filled bags or packages formed by the bag machine, the invention provides that the servo system will not accept any information about the package following an empty conveyor space, although this and all following packages will still be accepted or rejected on a weight basis by the checkweigher.

The numeral 78 indicates generally a “misplacement” means whereby to assure continued synchronization and proper relationship between the package on the checkweigher and the filler which filled that package. To do this there is provided in the respective lines 63, 67 and 71 from the stepper 52 normally closed switches as indicated at 79, 80 and 81, respectively. As long as these switches are closed the stepper signals will be transmitted to the respective AND gates 57, 59 and 59. When a package is missed, however, these switches will open, whereupon the servo system will not accept information with respect either to the empty space or to the package following the empty space.

This is accomplished by use of the invert means 82 and the AND gate 83.

During normal operation, the pulse from the conveyor is received at one input of AND gate 83, while simultaneously the pulse from the package detector 11 is received at the checkweigher cycle start and the invert means input. A signal present at the input of the invert means 82 will cause no signal to be present at the output of the invert means, thus a second signal is not present at the second input of AND gate 83. Hence, AND gate 83 does not place a signal into the disable input 84 of misplacement means 78, and switches 79, 80, 81 remain closed.

In the absence of a package, however, the package detector 11 does not generate an output signal to either the checkweigher cycle start or to the invert input. Thus, the invert output does generate a signal, and this signal, combined with the pulse out signal from the conveyor, activate AND gate 83, which, in turn, places a signal into the input of the disable means 84 of the misplacement means 78 and opens the switches 79, 80, 81. Switches 79, 80, 81 then remain open until after the next subsequent package is checkweighed. A signal from the package count pulse generator 13 activates, through line 85, the input of the enable means 86 of the misplacement means 76. After a built-in delay, switches 79, 80, 81 then reclose.

With respect to FIG. 5, this illustrates the logic diagram when the bag machine rather than the conveyor is the master. Otherwise all operations as described above remain the same. In this case, however, the bag machine is indicated as 53a and is continuously cycling. The bag machine cycle controls the operation of the conveyor, the fillers, the checkweigher and the identification means.

Each cycle of the bag machine 53a puts out a signal to the stepper 52 through line 87 to advance the switch arm 60 to the next contact. There will also be a pulse output from the bag machine to start the cycle of the conveyor 12a, and the operation from this point on is the same as that described above, namely, the output pulse from the conveyor enables the package detector to put out a pulse if there is a package present and will start the checkweigher cycle. If there is no package, then the signal from the output of the invert means will combine, within AND gate 83, with the pulse-out signal from the conveyor 12a, and the output signal of AND gate 83 will cause the misplacement means to open the switches, and the servo system will not accept information about the package following the empty conveyor space.

From the foregoing description it will be evident that we have provided improved novel means whereby to achieve the objects as aforesaid and to overcome the undesirable characteristics and shortcomings of heretofore known servo control systems for filling machine weight settings.

Changes may be made in the form, construction and arrangement of parts from those disclosed herein without in any way departing from the spirit of the invention or sacrificing any of the attendant advantages thereof, provided, however, that such changes fall within the scope of the claims appended hereto.

We claim:

1. A servo control system for a package filling machine weight setting, wherein a series of packages being filled and weighed will have an average weight as well as upper and lower extreme weights, comprising:
   a. a filler for dispensing a charge of product to fill a package in accordance with a predetermined weight setting,
   b. adjusting means for adjusting said weight setting,
   c. checkweighing means for weighing the packages after they are filled,
   d. analysis means associated with said checkweighing means having a servo reference weight setting between the average weight of the series of packages being weighed and one of the extreme weights of said series, and including
      1. a first counting means to count all of the packages being weighed by said weighing means, and
      2. a second counting means to count the number of packages weighed by said checkweighing means which are between the servo reference weight setting and one of its associated extreme weights,
   e. computer means programmed to detect certain predetermined relationships between the package counts in said first and second counting means, and
   f. weight correction feedback means operable in response to the detection of certain ones of said relationships to originate a package weight correction signal and actuate said adjusting means.
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2. A servo control system as defined in claim 1, including further, means to originate a package weight correction signal immediately upon said second counting means reaching a predetermined count regardless of said relationship.

3. A servo control system as defined in claim 1, including further, means to interrupt the functioning of said second counting means during the counting of a predetermined number of packages by said first counting means after a weight correction signal has been originated.

4. A servo control system for a package filling machine weight setting comprising:
   a. a filler for dispensing a charge of product to fill a package in accordance with a predetermined weight setting,
   b. adjusting means for adjusting said weight setting,
   c. checkweighing means for weighing the packages after they are filled,
   d. analysis means associated with said checkweighing means having a servo reference weight setting between the average weight of a series of packages being checkweighed and the lowest weight of a package in said series, and including
      1. a first counting means to count all of the packages being weighed by said checkweighing means, and
      2. a second counting means to count the number of packages weighed by said checkweighing means which are below said servo reference weight setting,
   e. computer means programmed to detect certain predetermined relationships between the package counts in said first and second counting means, and
   f. weight correction feedback means operable in response to the detection of certain ones of said relationships to originate a package weight correction signal and actuate said adjusting means.

5. A servo control system as defined in claim 4, including further, means to originate a package weight correction signal immediately upon said second counting means reaching a predetermined count regardless of said relationship.

6. A servo control system as defined in claim 4, including further, means to interrupt the functioning of said second counting means during the counting of a predetermined number of packages by said first counting means after a weight correction signal has been originated.

7. A servo control system for a package filling machine weight setting comprising:
   a. a filler for dispensing a charge of product to fill a package in accordance with a predetermined weight setting,
   b. adjusting means for adjusting said weight setting,
   c. checkweighing means for the packages,
   d. conveying means for conveying filled packages to said checkweighing means from said filler,
   e. weight correction feedback means associated with said checkweighing means operable to originate a package weight correction signal and actuate said adjusting means, and
   f. means operable after actuation of said adjusting means for interrupting the functioning of said feed-

8. A servo control system for a package filling machine weight setting comprising:
   a. a filler for dispensing a charge of product to fill a package in accordance with a predetermined weight setting,
   b. adjusting means for adjusting said weight setting,
   c. checkweighing means for the packages having associated therewith a servo reference weight setting,
   d. a first counting means to count all of the packages being weighed by said checkweighing means,
   e. a second counting means to count the number of packages weighed by said checkweighing means which are under said servo reference weight setting,
   f. first logic means operable to originate a weight correction signal based upon the count then present in said second counting means when said first counting means reaches the higher one of two predetermined number of packages,
   g. second logic means operable to originate a weight correction signal when
      1. said first counting means reaches the lower one of two predetermined numbers of packages and
      2. said second counting means registers a number less than a first predetermined number, and
   h. third logic means operable immediately to originate a weight correction signal when said second counting means reaches a second predetermined number regardless of the number registered by said first counting means.

9. A servo control system as defined in claim 8, including a fourth logic means operable to interrupt the functioning of said second counting means for a predetermined number of packages counted by said first counting means after a weight correction signal has been originated.

10. A servo control system for a package filling machine weight setting comprising:
    a. a filler for dispensing a charge of product to fill a package in accordance with a predetermined weight setting,
    b. adjusting means for adjusting said weight setting,
    c. checkweighing means for the packages having associated therewith a servo reference weight setting,
    d. a first counting means to count all of the packages being weighed by said checkweighing means,
    e. a second counting means for counting the number of packages weighed by said checkweighing means which are under the servo reference weight setting,
    f. a first logic means operable to originate a weight correction signal to actuate said adjusting means to decrease said weight setting when
    l. said first counting means reaches a predetermined count and
2. the count present in said second counting means is below a first predetermined number of packages, and
g. a second logic means operable to originate a weight correction signal to actuate said adjusting means to increase said weight setting when
1. said first counting means reaches the same predetermined count, and
2. the count present in said second counting means is above a second predetermined number of packages.

11. A servo control system as defined in claim 10, including a third logic means operable to originate a weight correction signal to actuate said adjusting means to decrease said weight setting when said first counting means reaches a second predetermined count, and when the count present in said second counting means is below a third predetermined number of packages.

12. A servo control system as defined in claim 10, including a further logic means to originate a weight correction signal to actuate said adjusting means to increase said weight setting immediately when said second counting means exceeds a further predetermined number of packages regardless of the number of packages counted by said first counting means.

* * * * *